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Abstract—We are now in the transformation from the traditional programming environment to parallel programming environment due to the massive adoption of multi/many core architecture. These environments include not only homogeneous parallel processing environments, but also heterogeneous environments, such as CPU/GPU hybrid environments. Besides tightly coupled parallel processing environments such as HPC and cluster, massive data processing in loosely coupled environments using cloud computing has also become a hot topic in distributed processing. This puts great requirement to the computer science education on parallel programming for undergraduate and graduate students. But unfortunately, most universities in China still use traditional way in teaching undergraduate students various kinds of sequential programming languages. Although some top universities in China teach some kinds of parallel programming languages, such as MPI, to graduate students, only a few undergraduate students in China have formal course on parallel and distributed programming. Based on our more than 10 years teaching on parallel processing and programming to graduate students at Huazhong University of Science and Technology (HUST), we are now designing a syllabus for senior undergraduate students on parallel and distributed programming. In this talk, I will talk about our initial efforts in developing such syllabus for undergraduate education, combining basic parallel/distributed architecture background and different parallel/distributed processing paradigm suitable for various parallel processing architectures and for distributed processing environment such as cloud computing for massive data processing. Detailed layout of each part of this syllabus will also be introduced.
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